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Followed by the successful completion of the 11th World Heart Congress, we are organizing the International Conference on Advanced Cardiology in Barcelona, Spain, on December 11-12, 2020.

On the successful completion of the 11th series of the World Heart Congress, I would like to thank to all the participants of the conference, supporting staffs of the allied academies, Conference Hotel, the Organizing Committee members, Ad-Sponsors, Media partners and all the unseen hands who helped in making this 11th World Heart Congress huge successful which is around the theme of “Breakthrough and cutting edge trends in the Cardiology”.

Once again, I would like to thank all the participants especially to our speakers who guided this event towards the grand successful event of 2020. Their work in the field of Cardiology is highly impressive and helpful for the great future of the Cardiology as well as for the heart patients.

The Highlights of the 11th World Heart Congress are Cardiology Cardiac Diseases, Heart Failure, Atrial Fibrillation and Arrhythmias, Congenital Heart Disease and Paediatric Cardiology, Interventional Cardiology and Cardiovascular Surgery, Diabetes and the Heart Disease, Thyroid Disease and the Heart, Cardiac Imaging, Cardiovascular Nursing and Healthcare, Women & Heart Disease, Digital Health and Cardiology, Cardiovascular Pharmacology, Stem cell and Regenerative Biology.

After the grand success of 11th World Heart Congress we are delighted to invite you to participate in the International Conference on Advanced Cardiology, which is scheduled on December 11-12, 2020 in Barcelona, Spain. Advanced Cardiology is one of the leading conferences on congenital, structural and valvar percutaneous heart interventions.

Advanced Cardiology 2020 is the ideal conference for any clinician-Cardiac Specialist, Cardiac Surgeons, Cardiologist, Epidemiologist, Cardiology Researchers, Echo Cardiologist, Cardiac Anaesthesiologist, Industry Researchers, Scholars who are looking to learn about the field of Cardiology.

The aim of this International Conference on Advanced Cardiology is to stimulate the new ideas for ministration that will be the wide beneficial for Cardiology. In this Advanced Cardiology conference there are some new highlights like Cardiac Rehabilitation, Paediatric Cardiology, Cardiac examination, Heart disorder, Hypertension, Adult Cardiology, Echocardiography, Interventional Cardiology, Preventive Cardiology.

This is also the best Opportunity for the medical Supporters and Sponsors to give the live demonstration of their creation at this international platform. This time we are assembling an energizing scientific program with addresses from leading experts and live case transmissions displaying skillful administrators from everywhere throughout the world.

All the abstract paper will be published in our supporting journals i.e. in Current Trends in Cardiology, Journal of Invasive and Non-Invasive Cardiology, Journal of Cardiovascular Medicine and Therapeutics.

Advanced Cardiology 2020 will especially focus our update on heart failure, prevention, hypertension, acute coronary syndromes, valvular heart disease, and atrial fibrillation. We are expecting more than 100 participants who are going to enlighten the Advanced Cardiology 2020 and lead to the great success of the International Conference on Advanced Cardiology.

Make your valuable presence this Advance Cardiology 2020 in Barcelona, Spain which is going to be more successful than the Heart Congress 2020.

We are looking forward to welcoming you all to Barcelona, Spain on December 11-12, 2020!
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